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ABSTRACT: In the current scenario, the working culture in industries are improving day by day in terms of 
human safety and increase in awareness regarding safeguard required for performing different operations. 
Still while performing the task in industries, home or doing normal routine work the skin laceration is very 
common. For laceration detection and localization on the patient, the doctor should identify the edges of 
laceration specifically so that during the tissue approximation for in-vivo or ex-vivo operation the localization 
maneuverer robot region of interest can be identified. The major issue faced during skin laceration 
segmentation is identification of lesion edges. The existing algorithms marked issues like poor skin 
segmentation, altered result with respect to ambient light, inability for laceration segmentation in the 
complex background image and less noise rejection while identifying the laceration. In this paper, the 
interactive skin laceration segmentation technique with hybrid sequential approach is used to overcome the 
limitations in existing algorithms to detect the skin laceration. The proposed hybrid sequential approach for 
interactive selection of skin laceration segmentation used HSV based color segmentation along with 
Euclidean distance metric and Geodesic distance metric. The results were compared for the performance of 
the best hybrid sequential combination. 

Keywords: Euclidean distance Metric, Geodesic distance Metric, HSV Colour Space, Interactive Image Processing, 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

This skin segmentation is one of the most studies and 
fundamental problems in biomedical imaging. The 
common difficulty faced by the researcher is to identify 
the skin segmentation as the skin texture varies from 
person to person. This produced the ambiguous results 
for a set parameter threshold values. Interactive 
segmentation techniques have been used before to 
trace the part of desired object from its background [1-
3]. In skin segmentation technique, the researchers 
frequently used bounding box as an identifier around the 
desired object [4]. The ultimate goal of researcher is to 
segment the desired object from its background with 
minimal efforts [5-7]. 
We focus on the technique where the researcher marks 
on the object of interest with respect to the background 
in order to seed segmentation known as marking based 
segmentation technique (MBST) [8, 9]. This approach 
requires less accurate input provided by the researcher 
to estimate the required region of interest (ROI). The 
bounding box based segmentation technique (BBST) for 
segmentation allows the researcher to draw a bounding 
box over the ROI [4, 10]. BBST approach is simpler but 
has less control over the output parameters whereas 
MBST results are relatively having more control and 
refined results. 
The marking based segmentation technique has been 
used by many researchers explicitly or conceptually [11-

13]. MBST technique works outwards to the marked 
segment to attain the desired ROI. This method is useful 
to select the desired complex boundaries ROI. Thin and 
long objects are considered to be complex boundary 
objects because it is difficult for the researcher to mark 
the desired object pixels. This article illustrates the new 
method of interactive segmentation in which the 
researcher can mark the pixel of the desired object also 
termed as seeding to segment the image. The 
Euclidean distance Metric and Geodesic distance metric 
were the two different MBST techniques that were 
implemented and compared in this article. Before 
implementing a segmentation algorithm some color 
based preprocessing is required on the test image to 
achieve an indistinct color model irrespective of ambient 
lighting condition [14]. This entire system is developed 
to segment ex-vivo skin laceration termed as the Skin 
Laceration Detection System. 

II. REVIEW OF IMAGE SEGMENTATION IN MEDICAL 
DIAGNOSIS 

In medical diagnosis the medical image segmentation is 
frequently used  in various domains of medical research 
such as Microbiology, Pathology, Preoperative planning 
of  different Surgeries, Radiology, Dermatology, etc [15]. 
The popular image segmentation use to analyze the 
health condition of patients are X-Rays, CT scan, MRI, 
etc. In Dermatology, a large amount of skin 
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segmentation is required to detect minor cases like 
allergy, pimples to extreme cases like cancer and 
eczema. The skin lesion detection is the basic 
requirement for complex surgeries. Ex-vivo skin 
laceration detection the first step before any surgery. To 
detect the boundary of laceration the different 
segmentation techniques were used by the researchers 
such as K-means algorithm, Graph cut [8, 16], multiple 
thresholding [7, 17], adaptive GMMRF [18], Euclidean 
distance metric [19, 20], Geodesic distance metric 
algorithm [8, 21], etc. The boundary of skin lesion may 
vary with inner surface. The results of ex-vivo skin 
lesion segmentation may vary with varying 
luminescence [6, 14]. The previously discussed studies 
involves predictive methods which is more susceptible 
to falls estimation of laceration. The proposed method is 
cost effective and interactive method, which enables 
surgeon to locate Region of Interest (ROI). 

III. SKIN LACERATION DETECTION TECHNIQUE 

The laceration detection algorithm includes four major 
steps that include image acquisition, image 
preprocessing, feature extraction and recognition. The 
skin phantom is used to detect the laceration using 
proposed MBST. The test image for laceration detection 
can be seen in Fig. 1.  

 

Fig. 1. Skin Phantom. 

A. Image Acquisition 
The test image can be captured in two ways: Real-Time 
and manual mode. In Real-Time Mode the test image 
will be captured using a digital camera and 
simultaneously the test image will pass on to further 
steps. In manual mode, the pre-existing image from 
storage in jpg format is feed to the system algorithm. 

B. Image Pre-processing 
In this step, the essential modulation in the captured test 
image is done to feed the required correct information to 
the system algorithm. This includes resizing, Colour 
space correction, etc. of the test image. Resizing of test 
image is used to maintain the uniformity in the size of 
input test image. The colour space correction includes 
conversion of Input RGB image into other colour spaces 
such as Grey Colour space, HSV Colour space, etc. [7, 
22-25]. In this proposed laceration detection algorithm, 
the RGB Colour Space has converted into HSV Colour 
Space. HSV includes two channels in which H 
represents the chrominance channel, S represents 
colour and luminance channel whereas V represents the 
texture feature of an input image. The following are the 
equations of colour space conversion from RGB to HSV. 

 

� � cos�� � 0.5�� � �� � � � ���
�� � ��� � � � ��� � ����.�� (1) 

� � 1 � 3
� � � � �� �min � � � � �� (2) 

! � 1
3 � � � � �� (3) 

HSV colour space is robust to varying camera direction 
and illuminance. Fig. 2 represents the HSV Converted 
test image. 

 

Fig. 2.  HSV Image of Skin Phantom. 

C. Feature Extraction 
Feature extraction plays a major role in image 
segmentation. There is n number of ways to extract the 
desired features from the image. The 8 color features 
and 5 texture features were extracted from the HSV 
color space of the desired object.  The HSV color 
features include mean, standard deviation, skewness, 
Kurtosis and so on. In texture features include energy, 
entropy, contrast, correlation, Homogeneity [19, 26].  
In the proposed laceration detection system, the 
interactive selection of the color space of ROI is given 
by the researcher. As per the interactive selection made 
by the researcher the above-mentioned color and 
texture feature from converted HSV image is stored as a 
featured database which is therefore used as the 
desired feature by the algorithm. Figure 3 represents the 
desired feature of a skin laceration detection system. 
Similarly, the test image features were computed by the 
feature extraction technique.  

 

Fig. 3. Interactive selection of desired HSV color space. 

Then the test image features were compared with the 
featured database of ROI through two different 
algorithms such as Euclidean Distance metric and 
Geodesic distance metric. 
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D. Geodesic Segmentation 
Geodesic segmentation is robust enough to segment 
thin and long structures irrespective of its boundary 
length. The formulation of the Geodesic distance metric 
for the unary region term is given as in Eqn. 4. "#$%� 
represents the global colour model,�#$%�  is geodesic 
distance formulated by using the relativedesired 
object/background geodesic distance with respect 
researcher input marker as stated in Eqn. 5. �#$%� � &#$%� � "#$%� � �#$%� (4) 

�#$%� � '#$%�
'($%� � ')$%� 

(5) 

Where*# represents the set of seeds with label+ , -.�. In 
this method, the conjugate+ is considered as the set of 

seeds with the label +/  , -��.  
&#$%� � 0 ∞      12 $%,*3̅0    56789:1&8; (6) 

With the help of Fast Gauss Transform the desired 
object/background colour model <#=� was computed 
and stated in Eqn. 7. 

"#$%� � <#=$%�� (7) 

The computed boundary term can be stated as in Eqn. 
8. 

�$�, $�� � 1
1 � ?=$%� � =@$AB?� (8) 

Where , =$� , �0,255�.  
E. Euclidean Distance Segmentation 
Euclidean distance segmentation requires the accurate 
distance of pixels to achieve précised results. Metric 
coefficient defines Euclidean distance which depends on 
pixel information. Euclidean distance has insensitivity 
towards the minor deformations. Let <%<A are the pixels 

of image where i,j = 1,2,3,……,MN. The 8%  represents 
the coordinate system of image space. The metric 
coefficient D%A of image can be determined by Eqn. 9. 

D%A �E 8% , 8A F GE 8% , 8% F GE 8A , 8A F. cos H%A (9) 

where <,> represents scalar product,H%A  is the angle 

between 8%  and 8A . When base vectors are of same 

length then D%A  totally depends upon H%A . Then the 

Euclidean distance of two image spaces x, y will be 
computed as stated in Eqn. 10.   

IJ�$, K� � L D%A$%
MN

%,AO�
� K%�$A � KA�

� $ � K�P�$ � K� 

(10) 

The Euclidean distance segmentation is robust and 
more accurate segmentation technique for medical 
imaging where the results depends upon the Euclidean 
distance computation. The segmented image pixels and 
number of pixels retained in rows and columns where 
stored. The total number of pixel in image can be written 
as stated below in Eqn. 11. 

Q � � ∗ = (11) 

Where Q  represents Total number of Pixels which is 
equivalent to product of pixels in Rows (�� and Number 
of pixels in Columns=)of image. 
Fig. 4 represents the flow chart for the skin laceration 
detection system, which provides information about the 
steps required to be followed for the detection of skin 
laceration. The process of coversion of test image into 
desired segmentated image as descussied above is 
pictorically represented in flow chart for easy 
understanding of algorithm for researchers. The 
performace of algorithm is evaluated on the bases of 
number of information pixels. 

 

Fig. 4. Flow chart for Skin laceration detection system. 
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IV. RESULTS  

The Skin laceration detection system was provided with 
the skin phantom test image. The results of Euclidean 
distance metric algorithm with varying tolerance is 
shown in Fig. 5. The detected ROI of skin laceration can 
be seen with highlighted blue colour grown region. The 
0.2 tolerance value of the Euclidean distance metric 
algorithm shows poor results as compared with 0.05, 
0.1 and 0.15 tolerance results. Similarly, the results of 
the Geodesic distance metric algorithm with varying 
tolerance is shown in Fig. 6.  

 

Fig. 5. Laceration segmentation of Phantom using 
Euclidean Distance Metric algorithm with varying 

Tolerance. 

 

Fig. 6. Laceration segmentation of Phantom using 
Geodesic Distance Metric algorithm with varying 

Tolerance. 

The 0.2 tolerance value of the Geodesic distance metric 
algorithm shows poor results as compared with 0.05, 
0.1 and 0.15 tolerance results. The best skin laceration 
segmentation results can be seen using Euclidean 
distance metric algorithm with 0.05 tolerance value. The 
number of pixels of the segmented ROI provides an 
accurate measure for the efficiency of the algorithm. 
Total pixel of an image can computes as the 
multiplication of number of pixels in rows to number of 
pixels in columns. 
Efficiency calibration of the algorithm can be computed 
with the help of information pixels. On applying different 
tolerance to the segmentation algorithms the number of 
pixels representing in rows and columns of the 
segmented ROI can be seen in Table 1.  

Table 1: Comparison table for Euclidean distance 
matric with respect to Geodesic Distance Metric. 

Distance Metric Tolerance Rows column 

Euclidean 0.05 1047 1648 

Euclidean 0.1 1059 1679 

Euclidean 0.15 1051 1660 

Euclidean 0.2 1047 1671 

Geodesic 0.05 1051 1660 

Geodesic 0.1 1043 1644 

Geodesic 0.15 1051 1652 

Geodesic 0.2 1043 1664 

The total number of pixels representing the ROI of the 
skin laceration on applying different algorithms 
Euclidean and Geodesic distance metric concerning 
varying tolerance were projected using Fig. 7. The 
segmented ROI of skin laceration with its pixels can be 
seen in Fig. 8. 

 

Fig. 7. Comparative analysis of Total pixels required for 
each Euclidean and Geodesic Distance metric algorithm 

for laceration detection. 

 

Fig. 8. Segmentation of Skin laceration. 
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V. CONCLUSION 

The effective, efficient and interactive skin laceration 
image segmentation algorithm is illustrated in this paper. 
This paper illustrates the proposed skin laceration 
detection system. The Euclidean distance segmentation 
algorithm and Geodesic segmentation algorithm were 
implemented on our test skin Phantom image. The 
results of both algorithms are compared with each other 
with varying tolerance. The experiment results show that 
Euclidean distance Segmentation produced good 
results as compared to Geodesic Segmentation. This 
advanced imaging technique will help in more accurate 
and robust skin laceration assessment. The 
measurement of area and volume of laceration helps 
surgeon to estimate suture points. 

VI. FUTURE SCOPE 

Current research has a potential to offer inputs for those 
interested in detecting the skin laceration. This research 
can be used as the pre-operative stage for wound 
closure technique. The predictive estimation of would 
healing parameters and various disease associated can 
be identified. 
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